Infinidat is the storage solutions standard in the enterprise delivering industry-leading, innovative, enterprise storage solutions to meet today’s most demanding workloads.

**Our Story**

Too often, organizations cannot collect all the data they want or take full advantage of all the data they have, due to high costs and poor designs of enterprise legacy storage systems.

To address these challenges, Infinidat’s world-class team of enterprise storage inventors and innovators combined proven approaches for reliability, availability, and data integrity with new approaches for performance, cyber resilience, and ease of use. The result is a technology foundation and set of solutions rooted in the fundamental requirements for powerful enterprise storage that also embraces leading-edge innovation.

We determined that there is a better, faster way to store and protect multiple petabytes of data, with the highest possible availability and cyber resilience at the lowest possible TCO. This innovative approach is the technological foundation of the InfiniBox®, InfiniBox™ SSA, and InfiniGuard®, all backed by extensive, guaranteed SLAs across the portfolio.

Infinidat has filed for more than 140 patents, produced award-winning solutions, including recognition as a five-time enterprise storage “Leader” in the Gartner Magic Quadrant. The company has realized strong revenue growth and gained industry accolades for its ability to provide unmatched, white-glove service and support for many of the largest Global Fortune 500 companies in the world across a multitude of industries.
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**Infinidat Quick Facts**

- Five-time “Leader” in the Gartner Magic Quadrant
- Three-time Gartner Peer Insights Customers’ Choice for Primary Storage
- 25% of the Fortune 50 are customers
- Best-in-class solutions for primary storage, modern data protection, disaster recovery, business continuity, and cyber resilience
- Comprehensive, SLA-based guarantees for performance, availability, and cyber recoverability
Infinidat Technology Foundation

InfuzeOS™ drives the most powerful capabilities, performance, availability, cyber storage resilience, and economics of our storage platforms. The unique InfuzeOS provides the only single software-defined architecture that spans all platforms. Major components include:

- Neural Cache AI/ML algorithms for continuous, unmatched real-world application performance
- InfiniOps™ for exploiting AIOps and accelerating DevOps
- InfiniSafe® for comprehensive cyber resilience capabilities
- InfiniRaid® for advanced data protection and rapid recovery
- Three fully active-active-active controllers for 100% guaranteed availability
- Enterprise data protection services
- Guaranteed SLAs for performance, availability, and cyber storage resilience

Infinidat Solutions

Infinidat enterprise storage solutions are installed in Global Fortune 500 companies around the world and support a wide variety of applications, workloads, and use cases. Our solutions enable customers to spend less on CapEx, OpEx, and IT operations efforts for their enterprise storage environments and instead focus on innovation and growth.

The Standard in Enterprise Storage

Infinidat delivers an outstanding portfolio of best-in-class, storage-based solutions for enterprises and service providers seeking the best in primary storage, data protection, DR/BC and cyber resilience.

To learn more about the Infinidat enterprise storage solutions visit www.infinidat.com